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throughout his whole 4t' ears of work, and was preciselY what 

created the way to dis
1 

over still newer moments, in which we can 

actually find the trai to the 1980s. 
I 

Take that thesis on Epicurus and Eemocritus, when he 

was still a Young Hegelian, and see the question of fetish and 

God and his love for Epicurus' attack on "the tyranny of the gods" 

and confining them to the interstices. And at the same time, 

look at his greatest theoretical work, Capital, and see that 

in the French edition , in the precise section on the fetishism 

of commodities, you will find exactly when Marx begins to contrast 

capitalistic commodity and the other pre-capitalist as well as 

future societies •• and there we have precisely this quotation 

from Epicurus, The point I'm making is that not only are there .· 

not·two different Marxes, one young and one old, bu$ Marx as a 

tot~lity must be seen not as a merely numerical total but as a 

'Concrete totality -- and thus wa will find the trail to the 1980s 

· in the 184:3-44 break, which I call the discovery of a new continent 

of thought and revolution, 

1844 EP 2 negatives and 1 positive +Man/Woman 

( Q to rd• 

. tual legacy vs. 

as theory, P• 12:3) 

contrast sis of intell,a~ 
practice· .. 

to sis of philosophy . 
. .··-



Time was from V P & P, the expression on bP.coming appeared 

he was working out the laws of value and surplus value and 

cone. and centr. of capital. Here it iss (Show Grundrisse and 

point to fact that only at the end of 900 pages, KM first says ~!it· 

it is all wrong, he should have started with that, and puts the~ 

whole massive mas. away} including the fact that ~~ 
it has many things not in Capital, especially the totally new fr17 ~ .· 

~elations to pre-capitalist society, which we will first get ~ .;1 . 
new moments in the 1880 mas. , and think how post-Marx Marxi ~ ~ . ·· 

• . · ~ finally have grappled with it, but hate Hegel just as mucn1o·'<· 

.. -~ · \_come to the conclusion that the Grundrisse is Capital --(I'm 

~eferring to Rosdolsky.)C@£2 np•• 1 JIB Nothing could be 

further from the truth. ~ )JJ:.~'YV /bedw ~ 

Here is the actual labor of 10 years, before 

ready :tor publication• (1) All we get from Grundrfsse are the 

chapters of CPE and there you can see that he is still applying 

dialectica (S of L) and he doesn't like that. Before he will 

recreate it, we have to turn to the objective situation and sea 

a new relationship of reality to 

is 18860 and John Brown's attack 

of the Firat International. 

philoaophy. The specific event 

on Harper's Ferry, 1861 creation 
•I f'", If] 11/W e.,_,v A-,. -

~""'1{n.~ . -
(2) Hera are the l861•6J manuaoripts, 

where we gat the theories of value and surplus value and this time 



we begin to see the break with the whole concept o£ theory, It 

is Jill• in 186J that what we now know as Vol. 4 and as Theories 

of Surplus Value (but what Marx called History o£ Theory) Marx 

likewise puts away, 1780 pages. 

(J) 1865-67, the structure now shows the 

working day (point to M&F to see actual pages, etc,), Show the 
Working Day 

chapters on Civil War and ~KKK, but Marx is still 

diasatis£ied. ~~r:r:l ~,lj.FN IS NOTHING SHORT o!J/ 
THE PARIS COMM~~--ii ~/the French edition 

1872-75• (a) concept of abstract and concrete labor, (b) ace, 

o£ capital, both as against what he had thought would be the 

final chapter and the paragraphs~e£t out by Engels. 

British 
+·to this day, even with new/edition which did correct 

the language, we have Part 7 broken up into Part 7 and a, so that 

what Marx called •so-Called Primitive Ace. o£ Capital~ which was 

not separated f'rom •Accumulation o£ Capital• a~l by itself ao 

if ~twas limited to pre-capitalism. 

' III/ LAST DECADE. one of those quotations I read that Engels 

left out was actually f'rom Vol. II. Not only IIIX was PE not 

able to publish Vola. II and III together as Marx asked, but 

he hurried to fill what he considered a •bequest~ -- the Origin. 

r..t• a turn to what Marx wrote as Ethnological Notebooks, and. what 

Engels published to see why they are not one. 
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1875 , wh~n French edition was complete, an organizational 

problem arosa that to this day MIXIIXX only RLWLKM has devoted 

a chapter ( Ch. 11 -- "The Philosopher of Permanent Revolution 

Creates New Bround~or Organization•). We want to atop at the 

word dialectic and see again when it comes to light as history 

itself reaches a turning point. I'm referring to WWI, the IIJIX 

collapse of the Second Inte'nl and Lenin's philosophic reorg'n 

and ambivalence. 

What happenod in our age when finally the 

Eft were transcribed and WI could see that :QIIDX the way 

Engels filled the bequest had 11 ttle to do with what M&rx 

· · .. wrot.e, whether that was what he did take up (Morgan' a Ancient 

sOciety) and what he did or didn't know about, British .. ·~ :•, 

· imperialism and India. 

Lenin's love ot the Hegelian articulation of "cognition 

not only reflects the world but creates it• was responsible 

·. · tor the "rewritinc• ot P.o. as Stat• and Rewlution -- BUT 

stopped short ot reorcaniming himself on the Party. 

mmn•UXUIDX 

Other forces ot revolution• The Peasant Q and_':Jrnge18 · 

wort on Pea1ant wara in Clermany to Black dillenaion 

truth and the Civil War, 
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